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The natural choice for a perfect night's sleep
The family business Cocoon Company was established in 2011 and the idea behind it came from a desire to create a greener world by 
developing 100% natural and hypoallergenic products focusing on organic materials, sustainability and the sleeping environment.

Actually, the story of Cocoon Company started long before 2011. More specifically, back to when our youngest son Phillip was little. As many 
other children, Phillip was a warm child, and he often woke up hot and humid. We tried all the traditional bedding materials such as down, 
feathers and foam, but they offered little help. In our search for alternative materials we stumbled across the natural fibre kapok, which is 
fantastic for regulating temperature and moisture. By developing these kapok products we not only found a solution for our son, but also a 
passion for creating the best and most natural bedding products for others, so that they too could achieve a perfect night's sleep.

The name Cocoon comes from the idea of a small, environmentally-conscious business that, like a cooon, will develop into a green and 
sustainable butterfly – a butterfly that is your guarantee for a natural, hypoallergenic, chemical-free and organic bedding product!

In this catalogue we give you a glimpse into our little green world.

Enjoy,
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A unique product

Cocoon Organic Kapok was developed because our youngest son Phillip became overheated with the use of traditional bedding products. In this 
regard, the natural and incredibly breathable kapok fibre proved to be uniquely beneficial. The series consists of a wide selection of mattresses, top 
mattresses, mattress covers, duvets, pillows and more filled with untreated organic kapok and with a certified 100% organic cotton fabric cover.

An organic and breathable natural fibre

Kapok is a 100% organic natural fibre that grows wild in tropical forests. The kapok fibre contains 80% air and is eight times lighter than cotton, 
which makes it the lightest natural fibre in the world and much more breathable than any other fibre. This gives kapok a natural and completely 
unique ability; temperature-regulating and moisture-wicking, which is a fantastic solution for babies, children and adults.

Hypoallergenic

Kapok is 100% natural and organic, since no types of chemicals are used during the manufacturing and processing of the products. Kapok can be 
recommended for people with allergies, as the fibre contains a bitter substance that repels dust mites.

A sustainable product

As the kapok trees are not cut down to harvest the pods, kapok production helps ensure the conservation of the old trees. Many farmers' livelihoods 
depend on the trees, and they harvest these kapok pods for generation after generation.
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A sacred tree

Because of the kapok tree's impressive height and appearance, 
the Mayans believed that this sacred tree grew up to heaven and 
the gods. The gods had thus placed thorns at the bottom of the 
tree to prevent people from climbing up to them in heaven. 

A handmade product 

Kapok has been used for many years because of its excellent 
properties. For example, kapok was used to line snow boots back 
in 1953 when the climbers planned their ascent of Mount 
Everest. Unfortunately, the kapok fibre is rather difficult to gather 
and process, which is why kapok fibre is not commonly used 
today. Our kapok products have been both sewn and stuffed by 
hand, which is why small variations can be noticed.

Product care

Due to kapok's delicate natural fibres product care is a little 
different than for traditional bedding such as down products. 

While it is possible to wash your kapok products at 40 degrees 
and max. at 60 degrees, we recommend that you only wash them 
if strictley necessary. To keep the unique properties of the fine 
kapok fiber we advise that you only stain-wash your product in 
the area that needs cleaning. We also recommend that you air 
your product regularly.

If you do choose to wash your kapok product, you should do so 
in a chemical-free, gentle detergent, such as our soap berries, to 
continue to have a 100% organic product. Always remember to 
follow our washing and drying instructions, which you can find 
on our website.

Go to www.cocooncompany.dk/care-instructions



Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating

Hypoallergenic

Product care Read extended washing instructions on our website

Varieties Baby, junior, adult and double duvets

Warmth class Cool         Medium (See our duvet guide p. 23)

Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating

Hypoallergenic

Product care Read extended washing instructions on our website

Varieties Baby, junior and adult 

Warmth class Cool        Medium
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Certified 100% organic cotton Certified 100% organic cotton

Kapok duvet

The kapok duvet is made from certified organic cotton and 
filled with the best quality organic kapok. With its 
temperature- and moisture-regulating properties, the duvet 
guarantees a comfortable dry sleep all night long, all year 
round. The kapok fibre contains a natural bitter substance that 
makes the duvet resistant to dust mites and bacteria, and 
therefore hypoallergenic.

Our kapok duvet is an all-year-round duvet, which is 
categorised as cool/medium and the duvet quickly reaches 
body temperature.

At Cocoon we have chosen to add extra filling to our kapok 
duvets, as this helps to extend the product's lifetime.

Kapok pillow

A kapok pillow is a fantastic pillow for anyone who gets hot 
during the night. The high air content in the kapok fibre, 
combined with its moisture-regulating properties, makes the 
fibre incredibly good at leading warmth and moisture 
through the pillow and away from the body. This means the 
kapok pillow remains lovely and dry all night long. 

The junior and adult pillows have a zip, so if the pillow is too 
high for your preference, you can adjust the pillow to the 
height you wish.



Cover fabric

Temperature- and moisture-regulatingProperties

Hypoallergenic

Product care Read extended washing instructions on our website

Varieties Cradle, baby cot bed, pram and beds for baby, 
junior and adult. Find our entire collection online.

Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok
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Certified 100% organic cotton

Kapok mattress protector/pad

A kapok mattress protector is a fantastic supplement to any 
mattress if you are looking for a temperature- and moisture-
regulating layer made from pure, natural and chemical-free 
materials. A mattress protector of kapok fibre adds a soft and 
breathable layer to the mattress, which remains dry and 
thermo-neutral throughout the night, making it far more than 
just a mattress protector. 

If you tend to get very warm throughout the night or suffer 
from night sweats, a kapok mattress protector is the right 
addition to your mattress.



Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating 

Hypoallergenic

Product care Airing and stain-wash

80/90/120/140/160/180x200Varieties

Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating

Hypoallergenic

Product care Airing and stain-wash

Varieties 35+ different sizes. Find all sizes online.  
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Kapok mattress topper

A kapok mattress topper is the best organic alternative to a 
normal mattress topper if you are looking for a firmer and more 
temperature-regulating mattress topper. A kapok mattress 
topper is a fantastic addition to a kapok mattress, but can also 
be used as a supplement to an ordinary foam mattress. 

A kapok mattress topper is a firmer mattress topper, but with 
softer stuffing than a normal kapok mattress, and will therefore 
add a little extra softness to a firm mattress.

Certified 100% organic cottonCertified 100% organic cotton

Kapok mattress

The kapok fibre guarantees a 100% natural, hypoallergenic 
mattress with a fantastic ability to regulate temperature and 
moisture. The mattress guides the excess heat and moisture 
away from the body, so you experience a pleasant, dry night's 
sleep.

The mattress is firm, which is especially recommended for 
children. The mattresses are hand-stuffed, and can therefore 
vary slightly in size. If you would like a softer feel, we 
recommend that you place a kapok mattress topper or 
mattress cover on top of your mattress.



Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating

Hypoallergenic

Product care Airing and stain-wash

Varieties 60x120 cm / 70x140 cm / 28 cm high

Fiber 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating

Hypoallergenic

Product care Airing and wash of cover

Varieties One standard size

10
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Kapok cot bumper

A kapok cot bumper is a chemical-free, hypoallergenic product 
without polyester filling. The attractive cot bumper is made 
from soft, organic cotton filled with natural and organic kapok 
fibre. 

The cot bumper helps the bed feel safe and ensuring a 
comfortable sleep for your child.

If you would like a cot bumper that covers all sides of the cot, 
you should consider using two of them.

Certified 100% organic cottonCertified 100% organic cotton

Kapok nursing pillow

If you prefer a chemical-free nursing pillow without plastic or 
polyester filling, a kapok nursing pillow is a good alternative. A 
kapok nursing pillow will give you natural, breathable and 
temperature-regulating product that ensures that the baby does 
not get too hot while nursing. 

The nursing pillow has a good size and a soft yet firm filling, 
which provides fantastic support to both baby and mum. 

You can also get a soft, organic cotton cover for the pillow, 
which can be easily removed and washed.



Kapok auto chair pad

A auto chair pad with kapok will increase your child’s comfort 
in the car seat by adding softness to the seat. 

The unique temperature- and moisture-regulating properties of 
the kapok fibre will make sure that your child can get rid of 
excessive heat and stay comfortable in the car seat.

Kapok pram pillow

A pram pillow with kapok gives better support than pram 
pillows with polyester or cotton filling. The kapok fiber makes 
the pram pillow more firm and stable.

The Cocoon kapok pram pillow stands out by having a zipper 
at the bottom, which makes it possible to remove the cover for 
washing. 

We recommend that you use our pram pillow when your child 
can sit up by itself. It is important that that you do not use the 
pram pillow to soon since the child first must have developed 
its back muscles. 

Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating

Hypoallergenic

Product care Airing and washable at 40 degrees 

Varieties 0-13 kg (75 cm), 9-18 kg (85 cm) og 15-36 kg (70 cm) 
in the colors soft beige and dusted brown

Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating

Hypoallergenic

Product care The cover can be taken of and washed at 40 degrees 

Varieties One standard size in soft beige and dusted brown
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Certified 100% organic cotton
Certified 100% organic cotton
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An environmentally-friendly fibre

Cocoon Amazing Maize is an environmentally-friendly, vegan and sustainable product series that is manufactured from a plant-based corn fibre 
that makes the product 100% naturally biodegradable.

This unique new bio-fibre is our green response to the current synthetic and oil-based plastic fibres, which cannot be broken down naturally. 
The series primarily consists of duvets and pillows for both children and adults and is a perfect green alternative to traditional down and 
feather products. The gorgeous soft fabric used as a cover for this product is manufactured from certified 100% organic cotton.

Exceptional regulating properties

The corn fibre has a long, hollow fibre structure similar to a wool fibre. This gives the corn fibre its unique temperature-regulating properties 
and a comfortable feeling during your sleep. The corn fibre is also water-repellent and ensures that excess heat and moisture are led through 
the duvet instead of absorbing it. This means the duvet stays dry and comfortable all night long.

Hypoallergenic

Our series of corn fibre products are a natural alternative for children and adults with allergies and for those who wish to avoid allergy-
triggering products. Our tightly woven organic fabric covers also form a barrier against dust mite allergens.
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Go to www.cocooncompany.dk/care-instructions

Not only good for sleep, but also for the 
environment

The fibre’s natural cycle contributes toward a simple, eco-
friendly production process, which takes care of the natural 
world from which our raw materials originate. The 
manufacturing of the corn fibre itself requires an incredible 
68% less fossil fuels than the production of standard synthetic 
fibres. Due to its eco-friendly production, corn fibre is 
considered to be the first CO2 neutral fibre ever created.

This renewable cycle reflects Cocoon Company's vision of 
reducing our waste of resources in order to minimise our 
footprint on the planet.

Product care

The products are incredibly easy to look after and, just like all 
bedding products, they benefit from being aired regularly 
outside. Thereby you also maintain a healthy indoor climate. If 
spills or other accidents do occur, our Amazing Maize products 
can be washed at 40 degrees and maximum at 60 degrees, 
ideally with a chemical-free detergent, such as our soap 
berries. Remember to follow our washing instructions, which 
you can find on the product or our website. 



Fibre 100% biodegradable maize fibre

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-
regulating

Hypoallergenic

Product care Airing and washing

Varieties Baby, junior, adult and double 
duvets

Fibre 100% biodegradable maize fibre

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-
regulating

Hypoallergenic

Varieties Baby, junior and adult

Warmth class Medium

Fibre 100% biodegradable maize fibre

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-
regulating

Hypoallergenic

Product care Airing and washing

Varieties One standard size

Amazing Maize nursing pillow

Our Amazing Maize nursing pillow provides 
good support for both mother and child. The 
child can lie comfortable on the nursing 
pillow and relax while the mother avoid 
tensions in her arms and neck.

A nursing pillow with corn fiber excels 
especially by its great temperature- and 
moisture-regulating properties which gives 
great comfort to mother and child. 

It is possible to buy our organic nursing 
pillow cover in soft beige or dusted brown 
separately to the Amazing Maize nursing 
pillow. 
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Warmth class

Product care Airing and washing

Certified 100% organic cotton

Certified 100% organic cotton
Certified 100% organic cotton

Amazing Maize duvet

The natural fibre in these duvets is a new, 
100% vegan and naturally biodegradable 
fibre derived from corn starch. The duvet is 
categorised as medium warm. 

The duvet has the same airy and lightweight 
feeling as a traditional down duvet.  

Amazing Maize pillow

Our innovative and eco-friendly corn pillow 
is categorised as medium warm and has an 
airy and lightweight feeling as a traditional 
pillow. 

The product is hypoallergenic, as dust mites 
cannot penetrate through the tightly woven 
fabric.

Medium (See duvet guide p. 23)23)

Cmarketing
Fremhæv
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An exclusive and organic bedding product

Cocoon Merino Wool is a series of exclusive and organic bedding products. The series is developed and designed in Denmark and manufactured in 
the EU from the very best certified fabric and filled with the finest pure merino wool. The series comprises duvets and pillows in baby, junior and 
adult sizes.

Breathable and temperature-regulating

The wool fibre is known for its fantastic temperature-regulating qualities, which is why it is also one of the most commonly used clothing materials. 
Wool has a fantastic ability to help the body regulate its temperature and the fibre structure ensures that moisture is constantly able to pass through 
and will keep you dry through the night.

Not only for wintertime

Our wool duvets are all-year-round duvets, but we all have individual preferences for how we like our duvets and pillows to be. Thus, we 
manufacture our merino wool duvet and pillow in three different weight classes. 

Anti bacterial and hypoallergenic

Our merino wool is natural and untreated throughout the manufacturing process, in order to create a product as pure and natural as possible.
Wool fibre’s natural lanolin surface creates an anti-bacterial environment that protects the fibre against dust mites, helps eliminate odour formation 
and enables the merino wool to be self-cleaning.
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Go to www.cocooncompany.dk/care-instructions

Merino wool

Merino sheep are the most populous race of sheep in the world. 
Although they originate from Spain, the breed is now widespread 
throughout the planet. We only use wool from merino sheep that 
live in the mountains, because they produce a longer coat due to 
the cooler weather. The sheep produce an average of 3-6 kg of 
wool annually, and for comparison, we use 1.4 kg for our medium 
adult duvets. As we only use wool fibres over 8 cm, our products 
feel airier and they also become more breathable and better at 
temperature-regulating.

Animal welfare

It is crucial for us in our selection of raw material suppliers that 
the production of merino wool is done with the animals' welfare 
in mind. We thus have a strict polity of only using wool from 
sheep that are free range, are sheared in a fair and correct 
manner, and are not subjected to mulesing. 

Product care

Your merino wool product is easy to take care of because wool is 
self-cleaning. To keep the unique properties of merino wool 
please do not wash your wool product. If spills or other accidents 
do occur, we recommend that you spot clean the stain. In order 
to retain its airy and lightweight quality, the product should be 
aired regularly.



Fibre 100% natural merino wool

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating

Hypoallergenic

Self-cleaning 

Product care Airing, spot washing and dry cleaning

Varieties Baby, junior, adult and double duvet and weight 
classes light, medium and heavy 

Warmth class Cool        Medium Warm (See duvet guide p. 23)

Fiber 100% natural merino wool

Cover fabric

Properties Temperature- and moisture-regulating

Hypoallergenic

Self-cleaning 

Product care Airing, spot washing and dry cleaning

Varieties Baby, junior, adult, double duvet and height low, 
medium and high

Warmth class Cool Medium Warm

_
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Certified 100% organic cottonCertified 100% organic cotton

Merino Wool duvet

A super-exclusive and natural duvet produced with a filling of 
the finest untreated merino wool and with a fabric cover of 
certified 100% organic cotton. 

This wool duvet’s ability to adapt to the individual body 
temperature is exceptional. It is airy, soft and, once you have 
tried it, absolutely indispensable. The duvet is hypoallergenic, 
as the natural lanolin content in merino wool is resistant to 
both dust mites and bacteria. 

All our merino wool products are manufactured in Europe.

Merino Wool pillow
Our exclusive wool pillows are produced with a filling of the 
finest untreated merino wool of the highest quality, covered in 
silky soft organic cotton. The adult wool pillow is available in 
three different heights so that you have the option to choose 
the one best suited to your own individual preferences.

• The low pillow is primarily for those who sleep on their
stomach or who like to fold their pillow over.

• The medium pillow is our standard pillow, which most
people prefer.

• The high pillow is the one with the most filling, and ideal for
people who like a high pillow with lots of stuffing.

All our merino wool products are manufactured in Europe.



Organic bedlinen

In the development of our bedlinen we have worked carefully 
with quality and aesthetics, and finally we have reached a fabric 
that meets our expectations.

The bedlinen is weaved by 100% organic cotton of best quality. 
Its unique weaving makes the bedlinen very light, breathable, 
and extremely soft. You will experience that it only gets softer 
when used. 

Choose between the colors Polar bear white for a clean and soft 
look or Wallaby brown for a cozy and warm look. 

Cover fabric

Properties Breathable and soft

Product care Wash at 40 degrees and maximum at 60 degrees

Varieties Find all sizes on our website. Available in the colors 
Polar bear white and Wallaby brown.

_
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Certified 100% organic cotton



Cover fabric

Properties Durable and soft

Product care Wash at maximum 60 degrees

Varieties Cradle, baby cot bed, pram, baby- and junior beds, 
and beds for adults. Find our collection online.

Cover fabric 100% untreated cotton with biodegradable 
membrane

Properties Waterproof and breathable

Product care Washable at 40 degrees and at maximum 60 degrees

Varieties Several sizes for cradle, pram, baby cot and beds. 
Find our collection online
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The best jersey sheet on the market

We love that you love our stretch sheet! The sheet has been a 
part of our product range for more than 7 years. Continuously, 
the product range has been expanded with more sizes as well 
as packages with 2 pcs.

The sheets are made in a soft and high-quality jersey, which 
has been weaved by 100% organic cotton. The sheet is 
durable and washable at 60 degrees. We recommend that you 
use a chemical-free and gentle detergent as our organic 
soapberries to continue having a 100% organic product. 

Breathable and waterproof protector

We have developed the only breathable and waterproof bed 
wetting protector on the market. It is available in many sizes 
and can be used for both the baby changing area, in the cradle, 
pram, baby cot or bed. The bed wetting protector should be 
used underneath the sheet. 

Made in 100% cotton with breathable and biodegradable 
membrane. The protector is 100% untreated, which means that 
it has neither been bleached or colored. 

We recommend environmentally friendly wash at 40 degrees, 
but it is possible to wash the protector at 60 degrees if 
necessary. To maintain the waterproof membrane best 
possible we recommend letting the product hang dry. 

Certified 100% organic cotton



Cover fabric

Properties Durable

Stable and non-slippery mat

Product care Clean with a damp cloth

Varieties Measures 66x193 cm and is 
available with or without natural 
rubber on the back side

Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Practical carrying strap

Support for back, legs and kneecaps 

Product care The cover is washable at 40 degrees

Varieties 23 cm in diameter and 61 cm 
high in soft beige and warm grey

Fibre 100% organic and vegan kapok

Cover fabric

Properties Practical carrying strap

Support for sitting exercises

Product care

Varieties 30 cm in diameter and 13 cm high 
in soft beige and warm grey

Yoga mat

Cocoon’s organic and environmentally 
friendly yoga mat is hand weaved in India 
by 100% organic and unbleached cotton 
and is available with or without natural 
rubber on the back side. The yoga mat does 
not contain any chemical materials and do 
not harm the environment as regular yoga 
mats made by PVC. 

The unique weaving of our natural and 
organic yoga mat makes it nice to lay on and 
gives you a stable and non-slippery mat to 
do yoga on. 

Kapok yoga round bolster

If you want optimal support when you do 
yoga, then our yoga bolster is very good for 
sitting and laying exercises no matter if you 
are experienced or skilled at doing yoga.

The long round yoga bolster is fantastic as 
support for back, legs and kneecaps, and for 
relaxation exercises. 

A kapok yoga bolster is easy to carry since it 
is lighter than a yoga bolster with cotton, 
also it has a practical carrying strap. The 
cover can be removed and washed.

Kapok yoga zafu bolster

You will quickly experience how you with a 
yoga zafu bolster better can concentrate on 
making your yoga exercises correct and 
thereby get more out of your exercises. You 
will increase blood circulation in your legs 
when you sit on the yoga bolster, which will 
make it more comfortable to do sitting yoga 
exercises. 

The kapok zafu bolster is easy to bring with 
you since it is lighter than a cotton bolster and 
it has a practical carrying strap. 
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The cover is washable at 40 degrees

Certified 100% organic cotton Certified 100% organic cotton
Certified 100% organic cotton

 cocoon organic yoga



WARM MEDIUM COOL

WARM

MEDIUM

COOL

COOL Organic Kapok and Merino Wool light

MEDIUM Organic Kapok, Merino Wool 
medium and Amazing Maize

WARM Merino Wool heavy

Cocoons Duvet Guide

Regulating ability versus insulating ability

A duvet’s carrying capacity and insulating ability are often 
described as the two most important parameters when 
assessing the quality of a traditional feather or down duvet.

Carrying capacity is an expression that can only be used in 
connection with feature and down duvets, and which describes 
the amount of air retained in a duvet's filling. We often connect 
a high carrying capacity to a lovely light and full duvet. 
However, carrying capacity is also an expression for how well 
the duvet is able to insulate around the body. A high carrying 
capacity and good insulating ability are fantastic when we are 
freezing and want the duvet to retain warmth and keep the cold 
out. The problem with a good insulating ability is that the duvet 
will continue to retain the warmth even when you have 
stopped freezing, and the body can thus find it hard to get rid 
of the excess warmth over the course of the night. When the 
body cannot get rid of the warmth, it tries to cool itself down by 
sweating. When we sweat or feel too warm under the duvet, 
this is a sign that our duvet is too insulating for our sleeping 
environment. 

We therefore believe that it is important to choose a duvet that 
has a better regulating ability than insulating ability, so that the 
excess warmth and moisture are instead led away from the 
body when needed. 

In the duvet guide you can see which duvet that matches your 
needs and preferences.

What type are you when you sleep?
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Organic Laundry
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Take care of our environment

Cocoon Organic Laundry is a series of natural washing products for both body and home. The series has been created from the desire to 
produce as natural, sustainable and environmentally-friendly washing products as possible and thereby making a difference to our 
environment. If you would also like to help towards reducing our footprint on earth as well as the amount of chemicals you use on a daily 
basis, then try our Organic Laundry series.

Chemical-free, natural washing products

The series is developed based on the many enquiries we have received from both retailers and end users wishing for chemical-free and natural 
washing products for their Cocoon bedding products.

Sustainable production

Our Organic Laundry series consists of products created solely from natural ingredients. For example, the soap berries can be harvested from 
soap berry trees for up to 90 years. The production helps to secure an income for the local population and conserve the trees.



Vegan stain remover block Organic soapberries

Soapberries are vegan, 100% organic and a 
naturally biodegradable product that can be used 
for laundry, washing dishes and cleaning as well as 
shampoo and shaving foam. The harvesting of 
soapberries is a very sustainable process, as the 
trees can be harvested for a great many years and 
help to conserve the forest and provide the local 
population with an income.

Soapberries, 250 gr.
Gives approx. 90 washes

Soapberries, 500 gr.
Gives approx. 180 washes

Soapberries, 1 kg.  
Gives approx. 360 washes

Wool dryer balls

Cocoon's wool balls are dryer balls for the 
tumbler dryer that reduce the drying time by 
25% with the help of the wool's great moisture-
absorbing qualities. They also soften the clothing 
during drying, thereby replacing the use of fabric 
softener. 

Use 3-6 wool balls, depending on
how much needs drying in the tumble dryer.

Available in packs of 4 and 6.

Organic oils, 20 ml.

Our natural and organic oils can among other 
things be added to the laundry during washing 
and thereby reducing the use of chemical fabric 
softener.

Find our collection online. 
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Natural sponges

Cocoon’s organic natural sponges are all from the 
Mediterranean and harvested in an extremely 
sustainable and ecofriendly way. The incredible 
softness and multitude of pores in natural sponges 
helps to deep-cleanse the skin in a soft and 
natural way.

Natural sponges are easy to keep clean and are 
thus more hygienic and hypoallergenic than 
synthetically produced plastic sponges.

Available in silk- honeycomb and honeycomb 
wool sponges in several sizes. 

Honey soap

This 100% natural soap bar is ideal for sensitive skin 
and for all those looking for a more moisturising soap 
for hands, face and body.

The soap is handmade and only carries its natural 
fragrance. The soap contains the unique Manuka 
honey from New Zealand, which has both a calming 
and antibacterial effect. Also called ‘the healing 
honey’.

Available in oat and lemongrass varieties.

Cocoon’s natural stain remover blocks are a 100% 
vegan and natural product. They are the perfect 
alternative for anyone wishing to make their daily life
free from chemicals.

The stain remover is made from natural oils and 
minerals and is 100% biodegradable. It’s easy to 
apply, as it is simply rubbed onto the pre-soaked
stain before washing. It’s also a fantastic product to 
combine with the use of the natural soap berries.
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With respect for nature

At Cocoon Company we are very committed to being sustainable. 
We do that, among other things, by choosing our raw materials with 
great care. We choose raw materials which are farmed naturally 
without pesticides and harvested in a sustainable and responsible 
way. 

We do our best to optimize the use of the nature’s resources in the 
best possible way, which is reflected in our product collection 
Amazing Maize. The collection is made from a plant-based corn fiber 
that is 100% biodegradable and produced from a 100% reusable 
resource which is CO2 neutral. 

It is not only important to us that our products are environmentally 
friendly, but also that they are produced in a responsible way. Our 
production is SA8000 certified, which means the employees work 
under a good and safe environment.

Since 2018 we have reduced our use of plastic with 80%, and as a 
new step we have standardized all our packaging so we can reuse 
them again and again. We also only use environmentally friendly 
tape with natural rubber. Through these initiatives we have been 
able to reduce our use of packaging considerably for the benefit of 
the environment. 

Better than the standard

We can all do more for the environment and we all have a 
responsibility. At Cocoon Company we do not mind leading the way 
and take responsibility. Our own requirements for raw materials, 
packaging and production are far higher than what existing 
certifications demands today since many certifications do not 
guarantee a 100% organic and chemical free product. 

It is not only important to us that the cotton fiber is organically 
grown without any use of pesticides but also that the processing of 
the cotton and the fabric does not include chemicals. 

We want a 100% organic, natural, and chemical free products which 
does not contain any trace of chemical substances or synthetic 
materials. 

Cocoon Company ®
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